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Are you ready for the Valentines Disco?! 

 

GPS Staff on Tour! सुरक्षित यात्रा! 

 
Several GPS staff are giving-up their half term break, 
to visit our partner school in Nepal! This visit is fully 
funded by The British Council, thanks to a successful 
bid we made linked to using an international project to 
enhance our curriculum. Our staff will have a very busy 
week, because as well as working with the children at 
Traibidya school in Kathmandu, they will also deliver 
training to Nepali teachers and give speeches at an 
educational conference! The visit will lead to some 
very exciting projects in school, designed to engage 
our children in finding out more about Nepal. So – to 
Ms Cole, Mrs Millican, Mrs Miller and Miss Hunter – we 
say: “Surakṣita yātrā” – this means ‘safe journey’ in 

Nepali, and is written: सुरक्षित यात्रा. 
 

Mini Gym! 

 
Due to the popularity of gymnastics in school, we have 
started a new gymnastics club for Early Years & KS1 
children with some fantastic KS2 helpers. So far the 
children have enjoyed practising their balances and 
rolls. We are working towards putting together a 
routine. Each week the children come to the Club with 
a fantastic, positive attitude and are enjoying learning 
new skills. Miss Stell and Ms Wayman. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
A Roaring Success! 

We have all been so 
engaged in our 
‘Jurassic World’ 
topic, we will be sad 
when it comes to an 
end! To begin with, 
we found a dinosaur 
egg which was quite 
a shock! When it 
hatched, there was 
a baby dinosaur 
inside! We cared 
for it and made it a 
nice new house out 
of junk modelling 
materials. Our trip 
to the Great North 
Museum was a 

huge success and we couldn’t believe how big the T-
Rex skeleton was! We have focused on the story of 
‘Tyrannosaurus Drip’ by Julia Donaldson and the 
children have produced some fantastic writing. We did 
a role on the wall where we discussed Drip’s feelings 
and appearance. We made story maps to retell the 
story and used these to produce some fabulous 
writing. Linked to the story, we also made our own 
dinosaur eggs using rice krispies and marshmallows. 
We have all thoroughly enjoyed this topic-teachers 
included! Miss Tose.  
 

What’s in the Egg?  

 
Year 1 recently enjoyed an animal handling workshop 
as part of our ‘What’s in the Egg?’ topic. The children 
were very lucky to receive a visit from Martyn from 
Animal Story. He brought with him a range of wild 
animals that all hatch from eggs. The children were 
very brave and held the animals, being gentle and 
quiet to make sure they didn’t scare them. Martyn 
taught the children all about the life cycle of an egg 
which was very interesting! The children had a 
fantastic time. Miss Beetham. 
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Messy Play Update!  
Messy Play is as popular as ever! Each week Miss 
Lloyd and Mrs Irving have more new and exciting 
activities for the little ones to enjoy, and we’re 
welcoming new faces all the time. Places get booked 
super quickly, so if you know anyone who would like 
to come, call 01915537647 to book a place! 

 

The Friends of Grangetown are currently 
preparing for their next big event – The 
Valentine’s Disco! It takes place on Thursday 
8

th
 February, from 3.30 until 5.00pm. Tickets 

are available from the Office, priced at £1.00. 
This includes a hot dog and a drink. There will 
be sweets and crisps to buy, so children can 
bring a small amount of money with them. 

http://www.grangetown.sunderland.sch.uk/
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Y6 - all aboard the Monozukuri Caravan! 
The Year 6 
children had a 
fantastic day at 
Nissan taking part 
in the Monozukuri 
Caravan event.  
The day began 
with the children 
learning about 
Nissan and a little 
about Japanese 
culture.  In pairs, 
using Lego, they 
had to make a car 

and then were placed in teams (like a factory 
production line) to make a Nissan Buddy from Lego.  
The children each had a certain job to do and needed 
to build the car as quick as possible.  This encouraged 
the children to work as part of a team.  On the 
afternoon, the children visited one of the training 
workshops, where they saw equipment that is needed 
to build cars and even got the chance to sit a Nissan 
Infiniti car.  To test their hand-eye co-ordination the 
children took part in different practical activities, these 
included using a drill to remove screws, a hammer to 
remove dents out of steel and seeing how quick they 
could put pegs into holes.  The children also watched a 
film about a Nissan Juke is made. The children really 
enjoyed their day and many now would like to work at 
Nissan in the future. Miss A McLoughlin. 
 

Le Navet Énorme 

 
Over their last few French lessons, children in year 4 
have been working on a familiar story. First of all, 
they looked at pictures of the characters and 
predicted what the story would be. They guessed 
correctly - The Enormous Turnip. As a class, we 
listened to the story, which contains lots of repetition, 
this helps understanding. We also introduced actions 
to help us with unfamiliar words. We all enjoyed 
pulling the enormous turnip (tire), calling for help 
(appelle) and showing that, despite a lot of effort, the 
turnip does not move (ne bouge pas). Finally, the 
children have used their knowledge of the story and 
the new French words they have learnt, to draw a 
comic strip to describe the story scene by scene. 
What a great way to learn a new language. We can't 
wait to see what our next story will be! Mrs Blackett. 

 

Groovy Greeks! 

 
For the first half of the Spring term, the year 5 children 
have been working on their topic ‘The Groovy Greeks’. 
We have been learning all about life in Ancient 
Greece. In literacy, we have been reading The 
Adventures of Odysseus. The children enjoyed acting 
out the story of Odysseus and the Cyclops. They have 
read many of the Greek myths and have learnt about 
the Gods and Goddesses. They researched to find out 
how different it would be living in Athens or Sparta and 
what life would be like as a hoplite soldier. We’re 
looking forward to working with actor and author Chris 
Connaughton and dressing up as Ancient Greeks. Mrs 
Millican. 
 

Remarkable Robots 
Our new topic is 
an exciting new 
science topic. 
The children 
are reading 
The Iron Man 
by Ted Hughes 
which they will 
use as 
inspiration for 
their drama, 
poetry and 
writing. They 
have already 

produced 
some fantastic 
letters based 
on the book. 

In science, 
children have been identifying and creating 
circuits. Children recently investigated which materials 
were conductors and which were insulators and, 
because they’re excellent scientists in Year 4, the 
children identified why the wires in our homes are 
coated in plastic. After being inspired by Ted Hughes's 
words about the sheer size of The Iron Man, children 
went outside onto the yard and imagined how big their 
bedrooms were. They then imagined how big that must 
make the rest of his body and created similes to 
describe him. My favourite of the day was 'He has 
eyes as large and round as Ferris wheels.' Year 4 are 
looking forward to their visit to the Life Centre where 
they will take part in a circuits and conductors 
workshop. Miss Hunter.  
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From Sunderland to Safari! 

 
This half term Year 2 have been learning about the 
continent of Africa. To help us understand what it is 
like in Africa we have been reading a non-fiction book 
called ‘In the Savannah’. This book is about a lion cub 
and a typical day on the Savannah. The children have 
become very familiar with the animals that are found 
there and can tell you lots of information about them. 
We used our knowledge of lions to write a descriptive 
piece about how a lioness hunts for her pride’s food. 
We have also created an amazing information leaflet 
all about the African elephant. On the final week of 
term Year 2 will take part in an African themed day 
which will be full day of crafts and music. We have all 
enjoyed this topic very much. Miss Stabler. 

 
Roar like a dinosaur! 

This half term Year 1 
have become 
dinosaur experts! 
They have been 
learning all about 
prehistoric animals. 
To start our topic, the 
children found a 
golden egg in the 
courtyard. They all 
made a prediction 
that it was a 
dinosaur egg. They 
were very surprised 
when they found the 
egg had hatched a 
week later and all 
that was left were 
muddy footprints. 
Their findings 
inspired them to 
write lovely 
questions. They 
have been super 

investigators when exploring 
different diets dinosaurs have. Y1 couldn’t believe their 
eyes when they watched a video of the dinosaur 
caught on school’s CCTV! They have all written 
fantastic missing posters describing what the dinosaur 
looks like. Please keep an eye out and help us catch 
her! Miss Beetham. 

Year 5 wowed by Northern Spire! 

 
The year 5 children had the fantastic opportunity 
recently to visit the new bridge across the River Wear 
– The Northern Spire. Sitting around the conference 
table, we discussed the benefits of the new structure 
and found out lots of interesting facts like the spire 
being 105 metres high! The children investigated the 
tubing and cables and watched video clips of what it 
will look like when it is all finished. The highlight of the 
morning was going out onto the viewing platform to 

have a close look at the building site. Mrs Millican. 
 

Sunderland to Safari! 

 
We have started this year with a brand new topic 
'Sunderland to Safari.' We’re learning about Africa and 
compare it to our hometown of Sunderland. The 
children have enjoyed learning about a range of 
animals that live in the African Savannah. They have 
created their own information leaflet all about an 
elephant and have also written about a lion hunting for 
its prey. To help us to learn about a range of African 
animals, we have been reading the story 'One Day on 
our Blue Planet.' Miss Donaldson and Miss Duggan 
 

Discovery Zoo visit EYFS! 
We enjoyed our visit from 
Discovery Zoo. Paul brought 
four animals for us to look at: 
Tango the snake, Flash the 
tortoise, Mork the Skink and 
Dexter the Gecko. He told us 
lots of interesting facts about 
each animal and we all got a 
shock when we saw the 
Skinks blue tongue! We were 

all very brave when holding and touching the animals.  
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Jurassic World! 
This half term 
we started a 
new topic about 
dinosaurs. We 
introduced the 
new topic by 
finding a 
dinosaur egg, 
cracking it 
open and 
finding out 

which 
dinosaur it 

was (a triceratops). We 
have welcomed some new nursery children this term 

so we linked this to the story ‘Harry and the Dinosaurs 
Start School’ and discussed what it would feel like on 
your first day at school and how everyone can help to 
look after them. We also used the dinosaurs in Maths 
by comparing the weight of the dinosaurs using 
balancing scales and using the language heavier or 
lighter. We used a school strategy called ‘story 
mapping’ to learn and recall the structure of the story 
‘Harry and the Bucket full of Dinosaurs’. We were great 
at creating our own story map and being able to 
answer questions about what we read. Recognising 
and naming 2D shapes has also been a focus this half 
term and again we linked this to another story where 
the children had to find shapes they might find in the 
environment. We are really enjoying this topic and the 
great links to our enhanced provision. Mrs Hanlon, 
Nursery.  
 

Bright Lights, Big City! 

 
Class 1VS are really enjoying their topic all about 
London! For one day only, the children were royalty. 
We designed and made our very own crowns which 
we wore for the whole day. We watched a video of the 
Queen and couldn’t believe how heavy her crown is. 
We’ve learnt about lots of different landmarks and 
were amazed to discover that Tower Bridge lifts up to 
let boats pass through. We can’t wait for our visit to the 
Baltic in Gateshead to complete a bridges workshop. 
We will be designing our very own bridge as well as 
identifying landmarks in our local area. Miss Stell. 

 
 

Groovy Greeks – Y5 

 
This half-term the children are learning all about the 
‘Groovy Greeks’. In Literacy, we are using the Power 
of Reading strategies based around a book called ‘The 
Adventures of Odysseus’. During topic time, we are 
looking at Greek Gods, warfare, clothing and food.  In 
Geography we are finding out the location of Greece 
and which countries and seas surround it. In art, the 
children are using their creative skills to design and 
make a Greek vase using ‘scratch-art’ technique. We 
will be having a special visitor – Chris Connaughton – 
soon, for a Literacy Workshop. During this day, the 
children are free to dress up as an ancient Greek. Mrs 
Miller & Mrs Bracknall. 
 

Year 3 Explore The Tin Forest! 

 
This term year three have been using the book The Tin 
Forest within our science based topic. We have been 
reading the story carefully part by part and making 
predictions about the character and what will happen 
next using the information given in the book and what 
we can infer. We have been looking at recycling, a 
theme within the book, and creating our own recycled 
art looking at different textures we can make. In 
science the children have been experimenting with 
magnets to see how different forces are created and 
finding materials in school that are magnetic. We have 
had lots of fun! Miss Fraser. 
 
 
 
 

Dates for your Diary 
 
 

 
 

Mon 12 - Fri 16 February Half term holiday. 
Mon 19 & Tues 20 Feb: Staff Training – school closed. 
Wed 21 February: School reopens - bell rings 8.50 a.m. 
 

For a full set of dates, please see our website 
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